Abstract --Good quality meshes are extensively used for finding approximate solutions for partial differential equations for fluid flow in two dimensional surfaces. We present an overview of existing algorithms for refinement and generation of triangular meshes. We introduce the concept of node stability in the refinement of Delaunay triangulation. We present an algorithm based on the location of center of gravity of two dimensional shapes to place a candidate refinement node so that the newly placed node has increased stability. The algorithm runs in O(n 2 ) time, where n is the number of nodes in the mesh.
INTRODUCTION
Partitioning a two dimensional geometric domain into a collection of simpler shapes is called meshing. The simpler shapes in the mesh are called mesh elements. Widely used examples of mesh elements are triangles, rectangles, and hexagons. The two dimensional domain which is to be converted into a mesh is usually modeled by a polygon with holes. Meshing is also done in three dimensional domains where mesh elements are tetrahedrons, cubes, or a parallelepiped. Mesh generation has important applications in finite element analysis [14, 17] , where it is used to obtain an approximate solution to a partial differential equation for fluid flow. The quality of the generated solution increases if the aspect ratio of the mesh elements is close to 1. It is noted here that the aspect ratio of a mesh element is the ratio of the length of the sides of the smallest rectangle enclosing the element. In calculating the aspect ratio (w/b), width w is the shorter side of the smallest enclosing rectangle.
Algorithmic tools from computational geometry have been used extensively for generating quality meshes [8, 13] . The most widely used geometric algorithm for generating a triangular mesh is the Delaunay triangulation algorithm obtained by using Fortune's method [3] . In many applications, it is desirable to refine the Delaunay mesh by introducing new vertices. One major algorithmic work for refining Delaunay triangulation is Ruppert's algorithm [10] .
In this paper, we consider the problem of mesh refinement by introducing the concept of node stability. A node in a Delaunay triangulation is termed 'stable' if a slight change in its position does not result in a change in the connectivity of the nodes. We use the concept of free region introduced in [6, 9] to develop a Delaunay refinement algorithm that tends to increase the stability of nodes.
In Section 2, we present a brief overview of triangulation refinement algorithms reported in the algorithmic literature. In Section 3, we present the main contribution of the paper. In particular, we consider a new approach for refining Delaunay triangulation. The technique is based on combining the notion of free-region of a Delaunay node and the location of the center of gravity of free-region. Using this approach we present an O(n 2 ) time algorithm for placing a candidate node for refinement to increase its stability. In Section 4, we present discussions and variations of proposed technique for further investigation for generating stable triangulated mesh.
REVIEW OF REFINEMENT METHODS
In this section we present a brief review of triangulation refinement methods in which the initial triangulation is assumed to be a Delaunay triangulation. .. p n-1 } in the plane is the partitioning of the convex hull of P into triangles, where points in P constitute the vertices of the triangles. Figure 1 illustrates the triangulation of nine point sites in the plane. Figure 1c is a triangulation of point sites of Figure 1a . The triangulation in Figure 1b is only partial as it does not contain the entire set of edges of the convex hull. When we use the term 'triangulation' for point sites, it is understood to mean a maximal triangulation. A given set of n point sites can be triangulated in many ways. In fact, it is known that a given point site may admit an exponential number of triangulations [8] .
Delaunay Triangulation
Delaunay triangulation [8] for a set of points P in the plane is a triangulation DT(P) such that no point in P is inside the circum-circle of any triangle in DT(P). One of the nice features of Delaunay triangulation is that it tends to maximize the minimum angle of all triangulations and thereby avoids skinny triangles which can reduce the overall quality of the mesh.
The empty circle test [8] for the Delaunay triangulation can be formulated as follows. If we can draw an empty circle (i.e., the circle does not contain any point sites) through two point sites a and b then we can connect them by a Delaunay edge. The Delaunay triangulation of a set of two dimensional points corresponds to a dual graph known as the Voronoi tessellation/diagram. Several efficient algorithms are known for producing Delaunay triangulation [12] . Divide and Conquer algorithm and plane-sweep algorithm can be used to produce Delaunay triangulations in O(n log n) time [8] .
Constrained Delaunay Triangulation
A triangulation T of any straight line planar graph [SLPG] G is called a constrained Delaunay triangulation (CDT) [11] of G if each edge of G is an edge of T and for each remaining edge e of T, there exists a circle in which the endpoints of e are on the boundary of c and if any vertex v of G is in the interior of c then it cannot be "seen" from at least one of the endpoints of e. Figure 2 illustrates the construction of constrained Delaunay triangulation for a given straight line planar graph. 
Triangulation Refinement by Quadrangulation
A very straightforward way of refining triangulation is to first convert the initial triangulation to a quadrangulation Q. An efficient algorithm for quadrangulating point sets in 2D is reported in [16] . It is interesting to note that while any point set in two dimensions can be partitioned into triangles, it is not always possible to partition into quadrilaterals. For many point sites, an attempt to quadrangulate leads to some trapped triangles. In order to produce a quadrangulation, we need to add Steiner points to the triangulation. The problem of mesh refinement by quadrangulation starts with a triangulation of the points set. A very simple way of refining a triangulated mesh is to first convert each triangle element into quadrilaterals and then partition each quadrilateral into smaller triangles by adding diagonals [16] . A popular technique to convert a triangle into a quadrilateral is to introduce a new vertex inside each triangle. The location of the new vertex can be taken at the centroid of the triangle. The centroid can be connected to the mid-points of the edges of the corresponding triangle. Figure 3b shows a quadrangular mesh obtained in this manner. Now, each quadrilateral can be refined by adding a new diagonal. The refined triangulated mesh obtained in this manner is shown in Figure 3c . One of the drawbacks of this approach is that the resulting triangles can be very skinny [10] . This is due to the fact that each angle of the original triangle may be partitioned into two smaller angles. The algorithm can be implemented to run in linear time in a straightforward way if the original triangulation is available in a doubly connected edge list data structure [8] . It is straightforward to see that if the original mesh has k triangles then the refined mesh has 6k triangles.
Delaunay Refinement
Some of the Delaunay refinement algorithms [18, 19] were first introduced by L Paul Chew and Jim Ruppert. Both Chew's and Ruppert's algorithms [10, 11] work by inserting a new vertex at the circum-center of a triangle of poor quality. A triangle is said to be of poor quality if the ratio of its circum-radius to shortest side is smaller than a predefined bound B. The value of B for Ruppert's algorithm is 2 1/2 and for Chew's algorithm [11] it is 1 [18] . Figure 4 shows the refinement process in which a poor quality triangle with circum-radius to shortest side ratio smaller than B is split by inserting a new vertex at the circum-circle. The split process maintains the Delaunay property and thereby reduces the poor quality triangle from the mesh.
Ruppert's algorithm [10] for Delaunay refinement is used for producing a mesh with quality triangles. The input to the algorithm is a planar straight line graph (PSLG) and follows an iterative approach to produce quality triangles. On the termination of this algorithm, all the triangles will have aspect ratios at most 2*sin Į, where Į is the pre-determined threshold angle. The two basic operations in Ruppert's algorithm are to split an encroached segment by adding a new vertex at its midpoint and similarly splitting a skinny triangle by putting a vertex at its circum-circle.
The first stage of Ruppert's algorithm involves finding the Delaunay triangulation for the set of given points. After computing the Delaunay triangulation, the algorithm follows two iterative steps to refine the mesh. First, it divides the encroached segments shown with the dark solid lines in half by inserting a new vertex at the midpoint of the encroached segment as shown in Figure 4a After splitting the encroached segment into half, the algorithm checks for any skinny triangles formed due to split and re-triangulation operations. The algorithm inserts a circum-center in any skinny triangle in the mesh as shown in Figure 4a and initiates an iterative split process until no other skinny triangles exist. The overall procedure maintains the Delaunay property and finally the mesh is refined.
Chew's Delaunay refinement algorithm produces a quality constrained Delaunay triangulation in which all angles are between 30 0 and 120 0 . It starts with a constrained Delaunay triangulation of a PSLG. It has been shown that Chew's algorithm terminates for an angle bound of up to 30 0 but may not guarantee size optimality and good grading [11] . Under cases when the segments present in the mesh are shorter, only a few of them are ever encroached. This makes Chew's and Ruppert's algorithms produce similar meshes.
STABILITY AWARE REFINEMENT
In this section we present the main contribution of the paper. We first introduce the concept of stable refinement of Delaunay triangulation. We propose a criterion based on the center of gravity for placing a new node for stable refinement. Using this criterion, we present an algorithm for refining Delaunay triangulation such that the node positions in the refined mesh are more stable.
Characterizing Stable Node Positions
Consider the Delaunay triangulation of randomly generated nodes as shown in Figure 5a . Suppose we move an interior node p15 slightly in its neighborhood. If the movement is very small, the resulting triangulation does not change in the sense of connectivity i.e., the connectivity between the nodes before and after the movement remains the same. However, if we move the node further sufficiently, the connectivity relation could change. Existing edges in the triangulation can disappear and new edges may appear. This effect of the change in the triangulation due to node movement is illustrated in Figure 5b .
Delaunay edges of the candidate node p15 are drawn dashed. When the candidate node p15 is moved to a new position in its neighborhood, the edges incident on it are drawn dotted. By comparing dashed and dotted edges we find that a new edge connecting p5 and p15 appears and the edge that was connecting p13 and p14 before disappears. The region in the neighborhood of a node where the connectivity does not change has been investigated [9] . This can be stated in the following definition.
Definition 3.1 (Roaming region) [7, 9] : The Roaming region for a Delaunay node p i is defined as the maximal region R enclosing node p i where the relocation of the node p i does not change connectivity. In Figure 6 , a small region R' around p 15 is shown which is a subset of its roaming region. The reader can verify that as long as p15 remains within R' the connectivity does not change. The actual roaming region R(i) can be expressed as the intersection radial roaming region RR(i) and lateral roaming region LR(i) [9] . Left side of Figure 7 shows RR(i) and LR(i) for candidate node p i . These regions are drawn in thick edges. The convex region with two arcs is LR(i) and the other region with six arcs is RR(i). The roaming region R(i) which is the intersection of RR(i) and LR(i) is shown on the right side of Figure 7 . As reviewed in Section 2, the refinement of a Delaunay triangulation is done by inserting a new node at the center of the circum-circle of an existing triangle. If the position of the new node pi happens to be near the boundary of the corresponding free region R(i), then a slight change in the position of p i would result in a change of the connectivity of the nodes. Such a position of pi is an unstable position. One question that normally arises here is how to relocate the position of a candidate node p i such that the resulting refined Delaunay triangulation is stable i.e., a slight change in the position of p i would not affect the connectivity of the Delaunay triangulation.
The idea here is to first compute the free-region R(i) for p i and relocate the position of p i near the center of R(i). Our approach is to place p i in the center of gravity of R(i) and relocate there.
The algorithm can be described as follows. The set of input point sites is triangulated by using Fortune's algorithm [3] . The free region of candidate nodes inside the convex hull is computed by using free region algorithm given in [9] . The center of gravity of the polygonal shape representing the free region is computed. The candidate node is relocated at the center of gravity of the free region. A formal sketch of the algorithm is listed as Algorithm 1. Step 1 : Compute the Delaunay triangulation DT for S
CG based Relocation
Step 2 : Compute Free Region R(i) for p i .
Step 3 : Approximate R(i) with a simple polygon Q(i) by introducing nodes on arcs.
Step 4 : Compute CG of Q(i) by using standard method.
Step 5 : Output q i as the relocated position for p i
Time complexity of CG based relocation algorithm is as follows :
Delaunay triangulation of n input point sites can be done in O(n log n) time by using Fortune's algorithm [3] . Hence,
Step 1 takes O(n log n). Free region of a node can be done in O(n 2 ) time by using algorithm given in [9] . Hence, Step 2 takes O(n 2 ) time.
Step 3 can be done in O(n) time by scanning the boundary of R(i) and replacing arcs with polygonal chain. Center of gravity of polygonal shapes can be computed in O(n) time by using the standard method reported in [8] . Intersection of two polygonal shapes can be achieved in O(n) time [13] . Hence the overall time complexity of the algorithm is O(n 2 ).
DISCUSSION
We presented a comprehensive review of some of the Delaunay triangulation refinement algorithms which focus on generating quality meshes. Different mesh refinement techniques reviewed include Ruppert's mesh refinement and qudrangulation guided refinement.
We introduced a new approach for stable mesh refinement by introducing the concept of roaming regions for Delaunay nodes. Based on this idea, we developed a new algorithm for refining Delaunay triangulation to make internal nodes more stable. The algorithm is based on locating the center of gravity of free-region induced by an internal node. Our algorithm works only for internal nodes and it would be beneficial to extend the algorithm for non-internal node as well.
